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Why a Hardware Infrastructure?
Because over the past half century hardware has not been adequately exploited to assure the dependability of computing and communication systems
This "omission fault" needs to be corrected in order to better cope with proliferating threats to dependability and security
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The FT Defenses of Contemporary Systems FT Defenses exist at four levels: component, board, platform, cluster.
Weaknesses are found:
-Components (processor, chip sets, etc.) have low error detection and containment coverage (except IBM's G5 and G6) -The presence of unprotected "hard core" elements, especially in the error detection and recovery management hardware and software -The commingling of hardware and software defenses: both must succeed in order to attain recovery -The absence of built-in support for multiple-channel computing that provides high coverage and containment, especially when design diversity is employed to attain design fault tolerance 
